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There are so many variables in performing a remodel that affects price.
Believe it or not, remodeling a pool or spa is not a highly profitable business, especially
when you consider the amount of risk a company assumes when they take on a new
project. In addition to the actual labor and materials, there are so many other expenses
successful remodeling companies must figure into their price to survive.

Biggest Cost Factors
Without having a basic understanding, you may simply disqualify one or
more of the actual professional remodelers simply by mistakenly
believing that their price is too high. The biggest cost factors will be the:
size of your pool
state of the pool and repairs
necessary
scale of the remodel project

geographic region
choice of materials
quality of work

Shortcuts Used to Keep Prices Low
We are not saying the most expensive is always the best.
Selecting the right remodeler requires looking at the price and
beyond – experience, years in business, licensing, reputation, and
more. Below is a list of some of the methods we have seen by
remodelers to maintain low prices to win projects.
inaccurate job completion
estimate
taking shortcuts
using poor quality materials
hiring inexpensive,
unskilled labor
not carrying the proper
insurance

inadequate safety precautions
on site
paying workers under the
table
no long-term warranty
disposes of debris illegally
avoids paying taxes

Considerations When Signing Contract
When it comes to signing the deal, you should follow the same
common sense you would with any contract. However, in the
swimming pool industry, there are a few specifics that deserve
special focus.
pay special attention to exactly what IS and what IS NOT
included in the contract.
never accept anything promised verbally, always document in
writing.
have a clear understanding of what extra expense might arise
during the remodel. This prevents surprises and allows you to
realistically budget beyond the contract price.
confirm the materials you are paying for are what is going to
be used.
Be sure you are clear on the payment expectations.
By establishing a clear understanding upfront, you and your
contractor can both avoid the pain and aggravation of a
disappointing or frustrating pool-remodeling experience.
Whether you end this “pool or spa renovation,” the goal is a longterm relationship with a respected contractor. The precautions
you take during this process will largely be determined by your
diligence in this final step.
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